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Dynamical localization: Hydrogen atoms in magnetic and microwave fields
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We show that dynamical localization for excited hydrogen atoms in magnetic and microwave fields takes
place at quite low microwave frequency (vn3!1). Estimates of the localization length are given for different
parameter regimes, showing that the quantum delocalization border drops significantly as compared to the case
of zero magnetic field. This opens up broad possibilities for laboratory investigations.
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Quantum-dynamical localization is one of the most int
esting phenomena within the so-called field of ‘‘quantu
chaos’’ @1# . This phenomenon, which consists in the qua
tum suppression of classically chaotic diffusive process, w
discovered long ago@2#, and has also been observed in se
eral laboratory experiments@3–7#. Even though experimenta
results are in satisfactory agreement with theoretical pre
tions, the range of parameters over which quantum local
tion has been observed is still quite narrow. For example
experiments performed on hydrogen and Rydberg atom
microwave fields@3–5#, in order to observe localization o
the quantum probability distribution around the initially e
cited staten0, it is necessary that the localization lengthl f

of the distribution, measured in number of photons,
smaller than the numberNI of photons required for ioniza
tion. Such a condition imposes severe experimental res
tions. Indeed,NI5(2n0

2v)215n0/2v0, wherev is the mi-
crowave field frequency andv05vn0

3 is the rescaled
frequency; therefore, in order to increaseNI it is either nec-
essary to increase the initially excited principal quant
numbern0, or to decrease the rescaled frequencyv0. On the
other hand, in real experimentsn0&100 and the additiona
conditionv0.1 must be verified if the system is to be foun
within the classically diffusive region~for sufficiently high
field intensitye). In practice, one typically obtainsNI'20.

An interesting possibility for increasingNI , thus allowing
a better numerical and experimental analysis of dynam
localization, would be the consideration of a hydrogen at
within superimposed magnetic and microwave fields. Inde
such a model, for a sufficiently strong magnetic field, d
plays classical chaotic dynamics even in the absence of
microwave field@8,9#. When the microwave field is turne
on, this preexisting chaos immediately leads to the onse
classical diffusive energy excitation, even when the mic
wave field intensitye goes to zero. Such excitation take
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place even whenv0,1, therefore the quantityNI5n0/2v0
can be significantly increased.

Quantum effects may lead to localization of classical d
fusion, hence the critical microwave field intensity requir
for ionization or the so-called quantum ionization border w
be determined by the conditionl f>NI . Indeed, only when
the localization lengthl f , expressed in number of photon
is larger than the numberNI of photons required for ioniza
tion, will a non-negligible amount of quantum probabilit
fall into the continuum states, thus leading to ionization.

In order to analyze the ionization process we consider
simple case in which both fields are parallel. Due to t
cylindrical symmetry, the magnetic quantum numberm is an
exact integral of the motion, and the Hamiltonian has
form

H5
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Az21r2
1ezcosvt,

~1!

where vL5B/c5B(T)/B0 is the rotation frequency in a
magnetic field,B052.353105T, and e andv are the field
intensity and frequency respectively~atomic units are used!.

In the presence of a magnetic field only (e50), according
to well-known results@8,9#, the motion becomes strongl
chaotic whenvLn0

3*4 and no islands of stability are ob
served forvLn0

3'9. When the microwave field is turned on
diffusive excitation of the electron will take place and th
energy diffusion rateDB per unit time can be estimated i
the following way: from Eq.~1!, Ė52ezvsinvt and, there-
fore, forv0!1 in a quasilinear approximation@10#, the dif-
fusion is determined by the spectral density of perturbati
That is, DB;(ezv)2/dv;(ezv)2n0

3;D0v0
2, where

dv.n0
23 is a typical frequency ate50, andD05e2n0/2 is

the diffusion rate in the chaotic regime forB50 and
v051 @11#. Therefore,

DB5x1D0v0
2 , ~2!

wherex1 is a constant to be numerically determined. Th
estimate is a good approximation ifvLn0

3 is not too large~the

i

,
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casevLn0
3@10 should be separately studied!. In the regime

v0@1, the energy change will take place only when t
electron passes close to the nucleus and, in analogy with
caseB50, the diffusion rate is given approximately by@11#
DB.x2e

2n0v0
24/3/25x2D0v0

24//3. Notice thatDB does not
explicitly depend on the magnetic fieldB; however, the
quantities x1 ,x2 can both weakly depend onB for
vLn0

3*2 ~see Fig. 3!.
In order to check the above analytical estimates forDB ,

we have carried out numerical simulations of the class
problem~1!. We fixed the magnetic numberm50, and mea-
sured the energy excitation for an ensemble of 100 traje
ries with the same initial energyE0521/(2n0

2). In Fig. 1 we
demonstrate the diffusive excitation process in energy
scaled frequencyv0!1 and very small microwave field
e05en0

4. HerevLn0
359, so that the motion is fully chaotic

even fore050.
The frequency dependence of the diffusion rateDB is

shown in Fig. 2 for fixedvLn0
359. The behavior for smal

and large frequencies is in agreement with the above th
retical estimates, and is indicated by the two straight lin
with x1'18 andx2'2, respectively. An interesting featur
is that in a rather large-frequency interval (1021&v0&10)
the frequency dependence is rather weak. We also che
the e2 dependence of the diffusion rateDB by varying the
field intensity over a few orders of magnitude.

In Fig. 3 we plot the dependence ofDB on magnetic-field
intensity for small values ofv0. According to our expecta
tions, the diffusion rate remains approximately constant
vLn0

3.2, while below this value the internal motion be
comes integrable and diffusion drops to zero.

The classical diffusive process will lead to ionization
the atom after a timet I'E0

2/DB . For low-field strength this
time is much larger than both the orbital period and the
crowave field period, and therefore quantum interference
fects can lead to localization of classical diffusion. The
calization lengthl f ~in number of photons! can be obtained
by using known estimates@12#, according to which
l f;Gr, wherer is the density of coupled states andG is
the one-photon transition rate, which in turn can be relate

FIG. 1. Example of diffusive energy excitation^DE2&/E0
2 with

time, for parameter valuesvLn0
359, v050.05, ande050.003. The

straight line shows the diffusive growth with a fitted rate given
Eq. ~2! with x159.8.
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the classical diffusion rate viaG5DBv22. The striking ad-
vantage of such an approach to the computation of the loca
ization length@12# is that it involves only classical charac-
teristics of motion, namely, the classical diffusion rate and
density of coupled states. It is therefore sufficient to know
only these two quantities to understand the properties o
quantum dynamics. In this way one need not worry abou
quantum matrix elements, the structure of eigenfunction
and other quantum aspects. This fact becomes even mo
remarkable if one remembers that without a magnetic fiel
the effective dynamics is well described by a one
dimensional atom model@11#, while in a strong magnetic
field the motion is essentially two dimensional and quite dif
ferent from the usual Kepler dynamics.

For zero magnetic field the effective density of coupled
states isr5n3, due to Coulomb degeneracy and the exist

FIG. 2. Dependence of scaled diffusion rateDB /D0 on scaled
frequencyv0 for vLn0

359. HereD05e0
2/2n0

7 ande0 in the interval
1023<e0<1022. The straight lines show the theoretical depen-
dence forv0@1 andv0@1 with x1518 andx252, respectively
~see text!. Ensembles from 30 to 100 orbits have been used.

FIG. 3. Scaled diffusion rateDB /D0 as a function of the scaled
frequencyvLn0

3 for v050.05 ande050.003.
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ence of an additional approximate integral of motion@11#.
Instead, for sufficiently largeB, the internal motion is cha
otic and the density of coupled states isr5n4. Therefore, in
the latter case the localization length in number of photon

l B5l f

DB

D0

n0
v0
2,

~3!

where l f53.3e0
2n0

2 is the localization length in the micro
wave field only (B50) at v051 and it is assumed tha
l B.1.

For v0!1 we obtainl B53.3x1e0
2n0

3 from Eq. ~3!. The
delocalization border, namely, the critical microwave fie
intensitye1 above which ionization takes place, is given
the conditionl B5NI , leading to

e015
1

n0A6.6x1v0

~4!

which is well below the delocalization border within the m
crowave field alone. We would like to stress that the abo
estimates are valid in the regimevr.1 @12#, that is,
v0.n0

21 @and therefore the border Eq.~4! is valid for
n0

21,v0,1#.
The above estimates were made in analogy to the prob

of photonic localization in a random molecular quasico
tinuum @12#. However, it is possible that such an approa
should be modified for the present case of a well-defin
quasiclassical system with adiabatically slow perturbati
Indeed, in such a situation, one can make a transformatio
an instantaneous time basis in which transition matrix e
ments are proportional to the frequency of the perturbat
Here, many levels will be mixed only if this effective matr
elementVeff proportional tov is larger than the level spacin
in one atomic shelln24. For a chaotic case we can estima
Veff;evn5/An, so that the diffusive exitation is quasiclass
cal ~nonperturbative! only if Veff.1/n4. The same estimate
can be also understood in the following quasiclassical w
The diffusion rate in the number of shells~the change of the
principal quantum number in the unperturbed hydrog
Dn51) is Dn5DBn

6. All the levels in the shell will be
resolved after timetsh'2pn4. Therefore, the adiabatic pe
turbation is perturbative if the number of shells mixed duri
this time is less than 1: (Dn)2'Dntsh,1. The situation is
quasiclassical in the opposite case (Dn)2.1 when

e0.e0a'S 1

3x1
D 1/2 1

v0n0
3/2. ~5!

In this regime the diffusion rate measured in the number
shells per unit of timet measured in units oftsh is
Dsh5(Dn)2/Dt'3x1e0

2v0
2n0

3.1. Similarly to the stan-
dard estimate@12# this diffusion will be localized after time
t*'Dsh with localization lengthl n'Dn(t* )'Dsh ~in the
number of photons this givesl B5 l n /v05Dsh/v0). Then the
delocalization border is determined by the conditi
l n;n0/2, giving

e0.e0qa'
1

A6x1v0n0
. ~6!
is
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As we see, these adiabatic estimates are different from
above Eqs.~3! and~4!. In our opinion the physical situation
is more correctly described by the approach~3! and ~4!.
However, only direct quantum simulations or laboratory e
periments can lead to more definite conclusions.

For v0@1 the situation is more standard, and we have

l B53.3x2

e2

v10/3n0 , ~7!

and the conditionl B5NI leads to

e025
v0
7/6

n0A6.6x2

, ~8!

which isAn0x2 times smaller than the quantum delocaliz
tion border forB50.

It is important to remark that, contrary to the caseB50,
the localization length depends now on photon number.
deed, forv0!1, l B}n0

11;(NI2N)211/2 while for v0.1,
l B}n0;(NI2N)21/2. This means that localization lengt
becomes larger near the ionization border. However, this
fect is not important ifl B!NI while for l B'NI it will lead
to a change in the numerical factor for the delocalizat
border. We also remark that forv0!1 the quantum delocal
ization bordere01 will be relevant only if it remains smalle
than the ionization border for a static electric field in t
presence of a parallel magnetic field.

Finally, we would like to stress that, to our knowledg
the problem under investigation represents a qualitativ
new situation as compared to the hydrogen atom in a mic
wave field only. Therefore, the above preliminary estima
require a detailed check by quantum simulations.

On qualitative grounds, the effects described in t
present paper can also take place in nonhydrogen atoms
static electric field and in the absence of a magnetic field
is indeed known that, for nonhydrogen atoms in static el
tric fields, the eigenfunctions can be approximately ergod
and the level spacing statistics shows a level repulsion of
Wigner-Dyson type@13#. This situation is similar to that in
which internal chaos is present due to a strong magn
field. Since in the formulas derived in this paper t
magnetic-field dependence is quite weak, we expect that
are approximately valid even for nonhydrogen atoms
static electric fields. However, one should keep in mind t
while qualitatively the ionization process should beha
similarly to the case with a magnetic field, the chaos prop
ties in a static electric field are not so strong, and theref
this case should be analyzed in more detail. Such a situa
with atoms in a static electric field is quite interesting since
is more suitable for laboratory experiments. Finally, we b
lieve that the results described in the present paper will
be significantly changed if the electric and magnetic fie
are not parallel, provided that the electric field is relative
weak. The reason for this is that the magnetic quantum n
berm will determine the existence of an approximate in
gral of motion similar to the case of hydrogen in a micr
wave field@11#.

In this paper we have introduced and discussed a mo
that should allow for a clear experimental investigation
quantum-dynamical localization. Its main feature is the w
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range inside which it is possible to change physical para
eters such asv0, e0 and the interaction time. A possibl
convenient choice of parameters isn0560, v050.1
(v53.0GHz), andB510 T (vLn0

359) ~or static electric
field e0st'0.05 for nonhydrogen atoms!. For these conditions
we havee0150.005,NI5300, and interaction time~mea-
o-

re

D

ys

r,

nd
-sured in number of microwave periods! t I5vt I /2p
5(1/4px1)/(e0

2v0)'1800. If, however, we define the ion
ization probability as the occupation probability of leve
n.70, then the number of photons will beNI;100 and the
ionization timet I5180 microwave periods. This range o
parameters seems to be suitable for laboratory experime
an-
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